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ABSTRACT 

SAM PRESLEY BRODSGAARD 

THE EFFECT OF SINGING SACRED SONGS 
ON PERCEIVED LEVEL OF ANXIETY 

MAY2009 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of singing sacred songs 

from one's own religion versus singing sacred songs from a religion different from one's 

own on the level of state anxiety in typical adults. The independent variables were 

Religious Affiliation and ·Song Order. The design yielded four groups: (a) Christians 

singing Christian songs first and then Buddhist songs, (b) Christians singing Buddhist 

songs first and then Christian songs, ( c) Buddhists singing Buddhist songs first and then 

Christian songs, and ( d) Buddhists singing Christian songs first and then Buddhist songs. 

The dependent variables were scores on the Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory 

(Form Y-1), taken after the first group of songs and again after the second group of songs. 

Pre-test scores on the ST AI, taken prior to any singing activities, were used as covariates 

in the analysis of the data. All groups were less anxious after singing sacred songs from 

their own religion. Two of four groups were more anxious after singing sacred songs 

outside their religion. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Cultural diversity in the United States is on the rise. On May 17, 2007, the United 

States (U.S) Census Bureau reported that the nation's minority population surpassed 100 

mill ion. "About one in three U.S . residents is a minority," said Census Bureau Director 

Louis Kincannon. "To put this into perspective, there are more minorities in this country 

today than there were people in the United States in 1910. In fact, the minority population 

in the U.S. is larger than the total population of all but l l countries" (Minority Population 

Tops 100 Million). Four states and the District of Columbia are "majority-minority." 

Hawaii leads the nation with a population that was 75 percent minority in 2006, followed 

by the District of Columbia (68 percent), New Mexico (57 percent), California (57 

percent) and Texas (52 percent). 

The increase in minority population yields greater cultural diversity and a 

changing religious demographic. According to the U.S. Census Bureau (2007), while the 

adult population grew by 32.5 million between 1990 and 2001, the number of adults who 

se lf-identify as Christian rose by 7.8 million. Therefore, the percentage of American 

Chri tians fell I 0% from 1990 to 2001. The same survey found that adults in the U.S. 

who self-identify with other religions increased dramatically : Muslims by 176%, Hindus 

by 270%, and Buddhists by 226%. Like other health service providers, music therapists 

need to be aware of the changing demographics. The American Music Therapy 



Association (AMT A) Standards of Clinical Practice state that "all music therapy 

assessment methods will be appropriate for the client's ... spirituality and cultural 

background" (2005, para. 2.1 ). To abide by these criteria, music therapists not only need 

to gain the necessary skills to determine a client's religious and ethnic background, but 

then must have the spiritual and cultural knowledge to proceed with a music therapy 

assessment that is socially respectful and musically appropriate. 

Since the music therapy goals, objectives, and subsequent treatment come from 

assessment, the AMT A Standards of Practice imply that music therapists meet a client on 

the client 's spiritual terms. In that vein, it could be inappropriate and countertherapeutic 

to ask music therapy clients to participate in the music of a religion other than the client's 

chosen religion. Therefore, the present study examined (a) the effect of the act of singing 

sacred songs from a religion different from one's own on state anxiety level and (b) the 

effect of the act of singing sacred songs from one's own religion on state anxiety level. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Music Therapy and State Anxiety 

Charles Spiel berger, recipient of the 2002 American Psychological Foundation's 

Gold Medal Award for Life Achievement in the Application of Psychology, is world

renown for his research contributions concerning anxiety (American Psychological 

Association, 2003). According to Spielberger, "an emotional state exists at a given 

moment in time and at a particular level of intensity. Anxiety states are characterized by 

subjective feelings of tension, apprehension, nervousness, and worry ... " ( 1983 , p. 2). 

Studies by Davis & Thaut; Jellison; O 'Connell; Rohner & Miller; Strauser; and 

Thaut & Davis showed that music listening caused statistically significant reductions in 

state anx iety levels (as cited in Robb, 2000). In examining the influence of patient

preferred relaxing music, Davis and Thaut ( 1989) found that state anxiety decreased from 

pretest to posttest conditions consistently across trials. The researchers also established 

that the use of preferred music, as opposed to therapist-chosen music, caused statistically 

significant reductions in patient-reported state anxiety levels. Similarly, Walworth 

(2003) found that participants listening to relaxing music showed less anxiety than 

ubjec ts who did not listen to music. 

Though the above studies indicated, with significant results , that music can reduce 

state anxiety, other empirical research in this area has failed to demonstrate s ignificant 
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findings. Thaut and Davis (l 993), expanding on the above previous study, found that the 

extent to which anxiety decreased and relaxation increased was the same in both the 

music and a newly added no-music group. Rohner and Miller ( I 980) also saw non

significant results between the anxiety scores of the no-music control and the music 

therapy treatment group in a study examining the effect of music on state anxiety. The 

aforementioned studies are solely concerned with music listening and the instance of 

significant results varies. Since music therapists often ask clients to sing, and sacred 

music is often sung, the present study is specifically concerned with the effect of singing 

sacred songs on state anxiety levels. 

Spirituality and Religion 

In order to examine the relationship between music and religion, the studies 

concerning the use of music and spirituality must first be considered. Wlodarczyk (2007) 

used a modified version of the Spiritual Well-Being Scale to examine the effect of music 

therapy sessions on the spirituality of a group of ten randomly selected hospice patients. 

The design consisted of alternating music and non-music visits. Patients reported a 

significantly higher level of spiritual well-being on music days. Patients were also more 

than twice as likely to talk about spiritual issues on music days (versus non-music days). 

If music opens the door to spiritual discussion, can music actually serve as a catalyst for 

spiritual growth? 

Most notably related to this question is research based on the Bonny Method of 

Guided Imagery and Music (GIM). This method uses carefully chosen vocal and 

in trumental classical music to facilitate imagery responses. "Guided by a trained 
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facilitator, imagery is evoked in the form of symbols, memories or feelings (The Bonny 

Foundation)." The Bonny method can result in a "peak" (Bonny, 1975, p. 128) or 

"transpersonal" (p. 124) experience, often culminating in spiritual transformation. Maack 

and Nolan (1999) found that therapeutic gains, including spiritual growth, are maintained 

over a period of time following the conclusion of GIM therapy. 

Since GIM literature suggests that music has the power to enhance spirituality, is 

it possible to distinguish between the use of music to aid spiritual growth and the use of 

music to augment religious practice? Though interrelated, the terms religion and 

spirituality are not interchangeable. According to Claire ( 1996), "spirituality is an 

internal state of being that goes beyond external forms of expression and involves 

experience with a deity, god, or higher power, however it is conceptualized by an 

individual" (p. 231 ). Claire defines religion as "the traditional forms and practices 

assoc iated with spirituality that provide access to the deity, god, or higher power" (p. 

23 1 ). Where spirituality is a more personal way of realizing universal truth, religion is a 

cu lturally-based approach to the same. While some music therapy literature explores 

spirituality, other literature focuses on religion. The present study will focus solely on 

the use of religious music as it pertains to the practice of music therapy. Henceforth, the 

term spiritual (and all forms of the term) will be considered only when referring to 

re ligious practice, such as the level of spirituality reported by a participant singing a 

religious ong. 
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Music Therapy and Religion 

U.S. News and World Report states that over two-thirds of medical schools offer 

instruction in religious/spiritual counseling. As a part of the training, medical students 

are taught that proselytizing to their patients is unethical. Among these, the general 

consensus is that it is "strictly taboo" for a human service provider to force a particular 

religion on the patient (Sheler, 2001, p. 46). Similarly, for example, a music therapist 

singing a Christian hymn to a Buddhist patient, or vice versa, could be considered 

engaging in the act of proselytizing. According to medical training guidelines, this well

meaning therapist's actions would be considered unethical. Just as music has the power 

to complement the journey to wellness, music can also be contraindicated. 

Though the author of the present study found no research examining the effect of 

re ligious songs on state anxiety, Lowis & Hughes ( 1997) compared the effects of sacred 

and secular music on elderly people. The participants were 30 white men and women 

liv ing in South Africa. The musical selections used were exclusively of a Western 

European origin. The sacred music included "Adorate Deo" (a Gregorian chant); "Organ 

Chorale" (Bach); "My Heart Ever Faithful" (Bach); "Variegated Maria" (Dukov); "Bless 

the Lord" (Thaize); a chorale from the Christmas Oratorio (Bach); and "Agnus Dei" from 

the Requiem, Op. 48 (Faure). The secular music included Pavane, with voice (Faure); 

Adag io, BWV 564, for organ (Bach); Concerto for two trumpets, RV 537 (Vivaldi); For 

Kreisler 's Sake (Dukov); a chorus from Cosifan Tutti (Mozart); Abschied (Schubert); and 

"On your shores," from the album Watermark (Enya). Though the study did not 

determine if the music used was familiar or unfamiliar, the researchers discovered that 
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the participants preferred the secular selections over the sacred ones. The respondents 

reported that the secular music was more relaxing and that the sacred music evoked no 

more of a spiritual response in listeners than did the secular music. 

As music therapists work with an increasingly diverse population, training in the 

sensitive area of religion becomes progressive ly important. The AMT A Professional 

Competencies currently include: "Select, design, and implement effective culturally 

based methods for assessing the client's musical preferences" (1999, para. 15.5) and 

"develop and maintain a repertoire of music for age, culture, and stylistic differences" 

(para. 17. 19). Therefore, music therapists must maintain a repertoire which includes 

music fro m many different cultures and their corresponding religions. 

In Lipe's 2002 analysis of 52 published reports concerning music, spirituality, and 

health, she outlines the close correlation between music and religious practices. 

For example, the singing of liturgy in both Jewish and Christian traditions dates to 

antiquity ... Singing and recitation of sacred texts can be found in some of the Sufi 

traditions of Islam. One's desire for God is the central focus of the music listening 

experience in this tradition, and appropriate ethical and spiritual preparation is 

necessary for such listening (Ernst, 1997). Characteristic of the Fuke sect of 

Buddhism is a Zen approach to playing the shakuhachi (bamboo flute) which 

emphasizes the journey to enlightenment through proper attention to breathing 

patterns (Titon et al., 1992). Ceremonial chants recall Navajo creation myths, and 

help to bring the people into harmony with the powers of the natural world (Ti ton 

et a l. , 1992). Music also is a vital part of African American traditions. It is 
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through music that the deepest sorrows and hopes of the black experience are 

expressed, despair is transcended, and life is celebrated (Cone, 1991 ). (p. 210) 

Surprisingly, Lipe finds that music therapists working in gerontological and medical 

facilities rarely have treatment goals related to religion or spirituality. She attributes this 

to " inadequate assessment of spiritual needs or a lack of understanding, comfort or 

training on the part of music therapy professionals in addressing them" (p. 227). 

Wlodarczyk echoes Lipe's call for additional instruction: 

Ellison ( 1991) stated that there is a tremendous need for research representing a 

broader range of religious beliefs other than Christianity, especially with end-of

life patients. Ryan's (1996) survey of professional music therapists reflects a 

strong need for more education in a variety of religious music and religious 

traditions to better serve a broad population of clients ... Taking the initiative to 

learn more about the spiritual beliefs of patients, clients, and their families may 

also help to establish a stronger rapport (2007, p. 120). 

Lipe suggests that music therapy researchers begin their study of, and training in, a 

vari ety of spiritual traditions by consulting with clergy and other religious leaders. The 

present study focused not on the clergy, but on the laity. 

Purpose Statement and Null Hypotheses 

Since the majority of persons in the U.S. self-identify as Christian, the sacred 

songs selected by music therapists tend to be from the Christian tradition (Van Weelden & 

Cevasco, 2007). Due to the changing U.S. religious demographic, this pilot study 
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examined the responses of persons of the predominant religious tradition, Christianity, as 

well as those of one of the fastest growing traditions, Buddhism. By examining the 

responses of Christians and Buddhists, this study investigated the effect of singing sacred 

songs from one's own religion versus singing sacred songs from a religion different from 

one's own on the level of state anxiety of typical adults. 

The following Null Hypotheses were tested: 

H,: No significant difference will be found between Christians and Buddhists on 

their anxiety scores following the first group of songs. 

H2: No significant difference will be found between participants singing music 

from their own religious tradition vs. those singing music from another 

tradition following the first group of songs. 

H3: No interaction effect between religious affiliation and song order will be 

found on the anxiety scores following the first group of songs. 

H4 : No significant difference will be found between Christians and Buddhists on 

their anxiety scores following the second group of songs. 

H5: No significant difference will be found between participants singing music 

from their own religious tradition vs. those singing music from another 

tradition following the second group of songs. 

H6: No interaction effect between religious affiliation and song order will be 

found on the anxiety scores following the second group of songs. 

H7: No significant difference will be found between the midterm ST Al and the 

final ST Al scores for the COwn group. 
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Hs: No significant difference will be found between the midterm ST AI and the 

final ST Al scores for the COther group. 

H9: No significant difference will be found between the midterm ST AI and the 

final ST AI scores for the BOwn group. 

H, o: No significant difference will be found between the midterm ST AI and the 

final ST AI scores for the BOther group. 

H11: No significant difference will be found among the four groups on their 

midterm ST Al scores (using pretest ST Al scores as covariates). 

H, 2: No significant difference will be found among the four groups on their final 

ST AI scores (using pretest ST AI scores as covariates). 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

Four matched groups of 9-10 typical adults age 18 and over were studied. Two 

groups were persons who self-identify as Christian; the other two groups were persons 

who self-identify as Buddhist. The Buddhist participants were volunteers from Karma 

Thegsum Choling (KTC), a Tibetan Buddhist temple in Dallas, Texas. Christian 

participants were volunteers from Northway Christian Church (Northway), a 

congregation of a mainline Protestant denomination in Dallas, Texas. Each of the four 

groups met once, and each group met individually for approximately 45 minutes. 

Each group session began with the researcher explaining the study and the 

participants signing a consent form. Next, the researcher asked the participants of all four 

groups to complete the Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (Form Y-1), hereafter 

referred to as the "ST AI." The "state" portion of the test (Form Y-1) consists of twenty 

statements that evaluate how respondents feel "right now, at this moment" (Spielberger, 

1983 , p. 2). This test has high levels of reliability and validity and has been used in other 

mu ic therapy studies which have examined music therapy's effect on state anxiety levels 

(Bailey, 1983 ; Burns et al., 2002; Davis & Thaut, 1989; Gross & Swartz, 1982; Robb, 

2000 ; Sandrock & James, 1989; Thaut & Davis, 1993; Walworth, 2003). The internal 

consistency correlation for the ST Al is .80. Test-retest reliability is naturally lower for 

tate anxiety (.61) which is a transient, less stable construct (Anastasi, as cited in 
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Sandrock & James, 1989). The STAI manual provides comprehensive information 

concerning validity issues and provides normative data to use for comparison (Sandrock 

& James, 1989). 

After the initial ST AI, Buddhist group 1 and Christian group 1 (meeting 

separately) sang Buddhist sacred songs which were familiar to the Buddhist group for 10 

minutes. The researcher asked the participants to complete the ST AI again. Then, both 

aforementioned groups sang Christian sacred songs which were familiar to the Christian 

group for 10 minutes (See Appendix B for Buddhist songs and Appendix C for Christian 

songs). Finally, the researcher again asked the participants to complete the STAI. 

The other two groups, Buddhist group 2 and Christian group 2, began by 

completing the ST AI. To control for order effect, the independent variables were 

counterbalanced, so the order of the religious songs were reversed (See Appendix A). 

This time, Buddhist group 2 and Christian group 2 began by singing the same set of three 

sacred Christian songs. They again completed the ST AI, followed by a singing of the 

same set of three Buddhist songs, and finally completed the ST AI. 

All groups met at their accustomed locations. Christian groups met at Northway; 

Buddhi t groups met at KTC. All songs were in English and in strophic form. Christian 

and Buddhist songs were matched musically , with similar ranges, durations, and melodic 

characteristics. Lyric sheets, with footnoted definitions of non-English Buddhist 

re lig ious terms, were provided. Participants were asked to sing along with a recording of 

the re earcher singing the songs a cappella. The researcher stayed in the room and 

operated the portable sound equipment used during the study. Despite Bailey's (1983) 
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finding that cancer patients reported significantly less anxiety when listening to live 

versus recorded music, the researcher did not sing during the sessions. By using a 

recording, the treatment variable (the music) was matched in all four groups. 

The data consists of the ST AI scores. The design of this study was a 2 x 2 

factorial design (Campbell & Stanley, 1963). The independent variables were Religious 

Affiliation (Christian vs. Buddhist) and Song Order (songs of own religious tradition vs. 

songs of other religious tradition). The design yielded the following four groups: (a) 

Christians singing Christian songs first and then Buddhist songs (COwn), (b) Christians 

singing Buddhist songs first and then Christian songs (COther), (c) Buddhists singing 

Buddhist songs first and then Christian songs (BOwn), and ( d) Buddhists singing 

Chri stian songs first and then Buddhist songs (BOther). The dependent variables were 

scores on the ST AI, taken after the first group of songs and again after the second group 

of songs. Pre-test scores on the ST Al, taking prior to any singing activities, were used as 

covariates in the analysis of the data. All data analyses were performed using the 

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS for Windows, 200 l ). 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

The study included a total of37 participants. Of these, 19 were Buddhist and 18 

were Christian. Roughly half of the Buddhist participants (n = 9) sang Buddhist songs 

first and roughly half (n = 10) sang Christian songs first. Similarly, half of the Christian 

participants (n = 9) sang familiar Christian songs first and half (n = 9) sang Buddhist 

songs first. In order to determine if the four groups differed in state anxiety at the start of 

the study, a two-way analysis of variance (ANOV A) was conducted on the anxiety scores 

at time one (before singing). In addition, repeated measure analyses were conducted to 

determine if the anxiety scores changed over time. 

Baseline Differences 

A 2 (Religion: Buddhist vs. Christian) X 2 (Song Order: Buddhist Songs vs. 

Christian Songs) ANOV A was conducted to test for group differences on baseline, or 

time one, anxiety scores. The means and standard deviations are presented in Table l. 

The re ults failed to reveal main effects for religion, F (1, 33) = .256, p = .616, or for 

song order, F ( 1, 33) = .605, p = .442. There was, however, a significant interaction 

effect for religion x order, F ( 1, 33) = 5.037, p < .05. Buddhist participants who sang 

Buddhist songs first had higher levels of state anxiety at baseline (M = 37.89) compared 

to the other three groups. Buddhist participants who sang Christian songs first had lower 

leve ls of state anxiety at baseline (M = 26.90) compared to Buddhists who sang Buddhist 
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songs first (M = 37.89), or Christian participants who sang Christian songs first (M = 

33.22). 

Table I 

Means and Standard Deviations for Baseline State Anxiety by Religion and Song 

Order 

N Mean SD 

Buddhist 

Buddhist songs first 9 37.89 15.01 

Christian songs first 10 26.90 6.72 

Christian 

Buddhist songs first 9 27.89 9.10 

Christian songs first 9 33.22 12.02 

Anxiety Over Time 

Repeated measure analyses were conducted in order to examine the effects of 

inging "own" tradition vs. "other" tradition on state anxiety. More specifically, a 

repeated measures ANOV A was conducted on state anxiety using religion (Buddhist vs. 

Chri stian) and song order (Song Order: Buddhist Songs vs. Christian Songs) as between 

ubj ect effects and time (Time: I vs. 2 vs. 3) as the within subjects effect. The means 

and standard deviations are presented in Table 2. The results failed to reveal significance 
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for the between subjects effects, including religion, F ( l, 33) = .39, p = .54, song order F 

(1, 32) = .04, p = .84, and religion x song order, F (1, 33) = 3.31, p = .08 (See Table 2). 

Table 2 

Means and Standard Deviations for Anxiety Scores for Religion by Time and Song 

Order by Time 

Religion 
Buddhist Christian 

Mean (SD) Mean (SD) 
(n = 19) (n = 18) 

Time l State Anxiety 32.39 (11.06) 30.56 ( l 1.05) 

T ime 2 State Anxiety 31.85 (12.08) 27.44 (12.06) 

Time 3 State Anxiety 28.26 (9 .79) 28.56 (9.78) 

Mean 30.84 (9.63) 28.85 (9.61) 

Song Order 
Buddhist Songs First Christian Songs First 

Mean (SD) Mean (SD) 
(n = 18) (n = 19) 

Time l State Anxiety 32.89 (1 l.05) 30.06 (11.06) 

Time 2 State Anxiety 30.39 ( 12.06) 28.91 (12.08) 

T ime 3 State Anxiety 27.22 (9.78) 29.59 (9.79) 

Mean 30.17 (9.61) 29.52 (9.63) 

16 

d 

0.17 

0.40 

-0.03 

0.21 

d 

0.26 

0.13 

-0.22 
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There was, however, a significant interaction effect for religion x song order x 

time, F (2, 66) = 3.93, p < .05 (See Table 3). Tukey's post hoc tests were conducted to 

test the group differences at each point in time. Examination of baseline scores (Time 1) 

revealed that Buddhists who sang Buddhists songs first (M = 37.89) had greater anxiety 

scores than Christians who sang Buddhist songs first (M = 27.89) and Buddhists who 

sang Christian songs first (M = 26.90, p < .10). Christians who sang Christian songs first 

had statistically similar anxiety scores to the other three groups at Time I (p > . I 0). The 

four groups (BOwn, COwn, BOther, COther) did not statistically differ on their anxiety 

scores at Time 2 ( all p > .10). In other words, at Time 2, anxiety levels were not 

statistically different based on singing "own" versus "other" songs for either Buddhists or 

Christians. 

At Time 3, BOwn (Buddhists songs at Time 2 and Christian songs at Time 3) 

(M = 3 1.22) and COwn (Christian songs at Time 2 and sang Buddhist songs at Time 3) 

(M = 33.89) had significantly higher anxiety than BOther (Christian songs at Time 2 and 

sang Buddhist songs at Time 3) (M = 23.22) and COther (Buddhists songs at Time 2 and 

Chri stian songs at Time 3) (M = 25.30). In other words, at Time 3, participants who sang 

their own songs last had lower anxiety than participants who sang outside their own 

tradition last. 
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Table 3 

Means and Standard Deviations of Anxiety Scores by Religion, Time, and Song 

Order 

Song Order 

Buddhist Songs First Christian Songs First 

Buddhist Christian Buddhist Christian 

(n = 9) (n= 9) (n = 10) (n= 9) 
Mean Mean Mean Mean 
(SD) (SD) (SD) (SD) 

Time 1 3 7 .89a,x 27.89b,x 26.90b,x 33.22ab,x 

State Anxiety (15 .01 ) (9 .10) (6.72) (12.02) 

Time2 33.ooa,y 27.78a,X 30.70a,y 27 .1 1 a,y 

State Anxiety ( 18.95) (7.56) (10.01) (8.43) 

Time3 3 l .22a,y 23.22b,y 25.30b,x 33.89a,X 

State Anxiety ( l l.92) (5.76) (5.27) (13.70) 

Note: Row means with different superscripts (a/b) differed significantly by Tukey's post 
hoc test, p < .10. Columns means with different superscripts (x, y) differed 
significantly by Fisher's LSD, p < .10. 

Pairwise comparisons were conducted to examine the within group differences 

across time. As shown in Figure 1, Buddhists who sang Buddhist songs first had lower 

anxiety at Time 2 (own songs) (M = 33.00) than Time l (baseline) (M = 37.89,p < .IO). 

At Time 3 (M = 31.22), when they sang Christian songs, their anxiety was not 
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statistically lower than Time 2 (M = 33.00, p > .10). In other words, anxiety decreased for 

Buddhists who sang songs from their own religion first, but then when they sang outside 

their religion, their anxiety did not change. 

Christians who sang Buddhist songs first had statistically similar anxiety at Time 

2 (other songs) (M= 27.78) than Time 1 (baseline) (M = 27.89,p > .10). At Time 3 (M= 

23.22), when they sang Christian songs (own songs) their anxiety was statistically lower 

than Time 1 and 2 (p < .10). Anxiety did not change for Christians who sang from 

outside their own tradition first, but then when they sang their own songs, their anxiety 

decreased (See Figure 1 ). 

Buddhists who sang Christian songs first had greater anxiety at Ti me 2 ( other 

songs) (M = 30.70) than Time 1 (baseline) (M = 26.90,p < .10). When they sang 

Buddhist songs their anxiety was lower at Time 3 (M = 25.30) than Time 2 (M = 30.70, p 

< .10). In other words, anxiety increased for Buddhists who sang outside their tradition 

fi rst, and when they sang their own songs, their anxiety decreased (See Figure 1). 

Christians who sang Christian songs first had statistically lower anxiety at Time 2 

(own songs) (M = 27.11) than Time 1 (baseline) (M = 33.22,p < .10). At Time 3 (M = 

33 .89), when they sang Buddhist songs ( other) their anxiety was statistically higher than 

T ime 2 (p < .10). In other words, anxiety decreased for Christians who sang in their own 

tradition first, and when they sang outside their religion their anxiety increased (See 

Figure l ). 
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In order to examine further the state anxiety scores over time, change scores were 

created by calculating the difference between anxiety at time one and time two, as well as 

between anxiety at time two and time three. Repeated measures analyses were then 

conducted on the change scores. More specifically, a repeated measures ANOV A was 

conducted on the anxiety change scores using religion (Buddhist vs. Christian) and song 

order (Song Order: Buddhist Songs vs . Christian Songs) as between subjects effects and 

time (Time: 1 to 2 vs. 2 to 3) as the within subjects effect. The means and standard 

deviations are presented in Table 4. The results failed to reveal significance for the 

between subjects effects, including religion, F ( 1, 33 = .52, p = .48), song order F ( l, 32 = 

3.06,p = .09), and religion x song order, F (1, 33 = .002,p = .96). The data do suggest 

that Buddhist participants had greater change in anxiety from Time 2 to 3 (M = 3.59) 

compared to Christian participants (M = -1.11 ), indicating that anxiety scores for 

Buddhist participants may have decreased from Time 2 to Time 3, whereas, Christian 

partic ipant anxiety scores may have increased during the same time period. 
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Table 4 

Means and Standard Deviations for Anxiety Change Scores for Religion by Time and 

Song Order by Time 

Religion 
Buddhist Christian 

Mean (SD) Mean (SD) d 
(n = 19) (n = 18) 

Anxiety: Tl to T2 0.54 (8.59) 3.11 (8.58) -0.27 

Anxiety: T2 to T3 3.59 (10.15) -1. 11 (10.14) 0.50 

Mean 2.07 (4.52) 1.00 ( 4.51) 0.24 

Song Order 
Buddhist Songs First Christian Songs First 
Mean (SD) Mean (SD) d 

(n = 18) (n = 19) 

Anxiety: Tl to T2 2.50 (8 .5 8) 1.16 (8.59) 0.14 

Anxiety: T2 to T3 3.17 (10.14) -0.69 (10.15) 0.41 

Mean 2.83 ( 4.51) 0.23 (4.52) 0.58 

A significant three-way interaction was found for religion x song order x time, F 

( 1, 33 = 7.48, p < .05). Tukey's post hoc tests were conducted to test the group 

differences at each point in time (See Table 5). BOwn (M = -4.89) and COwn (-6.11) had 

g reater changes in their anxiety scores from Time l to 2 than COther (M = 3.80, p < .10). 

BOther (M = -.I I) had a statistically similar change in anxiety scores to the other three 

g roups from Time I to 2 (p > . l 0). In other words, anxiety decreased for Buddhists and 
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Christians who sang their own songs first, while anxiety increased for Buddhists who 

sang Christian songs first. Christians who sang Buddhist songs first did not have 

significant changes in anxiety. 

For changes in anxiety from Time 2 to Time 3, COther (Buddhists songs at Time 

2 and Christian songs at Time 3) (M = -4.56) and BOther (Christian songs at Time 2 and 

sang Buddhist songs at Time 3) (M = -5.40) had decreases in anxiety, while COwn 

(Christian songs at Time 2 and sang Buddhist songs at Time 3) (M = 6. 78) had significant 

increases in anxiety . BOwn (Buddhists songs at Time 2 and Christian songs at Time 3) 

(M = -1. 78) had a statistically similar change in anxiety scores to the other three groups 

from Time 2 to 3 (p > . 10). In other words, anxiety decreased for Buddhists and 

Christians who sang songs from their own religion after they sang songs outside their 

religion, while anxiety increased for Christians who sang songs outside their religion 

after they sang songs from their own religion. 
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Table 5 

Means and Standard Deviations of Anxiety Change by Religion, Time, and Song Order 

Song Order 

Buddhist Songs First Christian Songs First 

Buddhist Christian Buddhist Christian 

(n = 9) (n = 9) (n = 10) (n = 9) 
Mean Mean Mean Mean 
(SD) (SD) (SD) (SD) 

Tl to T2 -4.893
' X -. l l ab, x 3.80b,x -6. l 1 a, x 

State Anxiety (10.87) (7 .61) (8.09) (7.34) 

T2 to T3 -1. 78ab, y -4.563
' y -5 .403

' Y 6.78b, y 

State Anxiety ( 14.44) (6. 15) (8. 17) (10.12) 

Note: Row means with different superscripts (a/b) differed significantly by Tukey's post 
hoc test, p < . l 0. Columns means with different superscripts (x, y) differed 
significantly by Fisher's LSD, p < .10. 

Pairwise comparisons were conducted to examine the within group differences 

across time. As shown in Figure 2, Buddhists who sang Buddhist songs first had greater 

decreases in anxiety from Time l to 2 (own songs) (M = -4.89) than from Time 2 to 3 

(other songs) (M = -l.78,p < .10). In other words, anxiety decreased more for Buddhists 

who sang their own songs first than when they sang Christian songs. 
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Figure 2. Average change in anxiety from Time 1 to 2, and Time 2 to 3 by religion and 

order. 

Chri stians who sang Buddhist songs first had greater decreases in anxiety from 

Time 2 to 3 (own songs) (M = -4.56) than from Time I to 2 (other songs) (M = -.11 , p < 

. I 0). In other words, anxiety decreased for Christians who sang within their own religion 

first and did not change when they sang outside of their religion first (See Figure 2). 
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Buddhists who sang Christian songs first ( other song) increased in anxiety from 

Time l to 2 (M = 3.80), however they decreased in anxiety from Time 2 to 3 when they 

sang from their own tradition (M = -5 .40, p < .10). In other words, anxiety increased for 

Buddhists who sang outside their tradition first, but decreased when they sang within 

their own tradition (See Figure 2). 

Christians who sang Christian songs first ( own songs) decreased in anxiety from 

Time l to 2 (M = -6.11 ), however they increased in anxiety from Time 2 to 3 when they 

sang Buddhist songs (M = 6. 78, p < .10). In other words, anxiety decreased for Christians 

who sang within their religion first, but increased when they sang outside their religion 

(See Figure 2). 

Hypothesis Summary 

H 1 : No significant difference will be found between Christians and Buddhists on 

their anxiety scores following the first group of songs. 

The results failed to reveal significant differences between Christians and 

Buddhists on anxiety scores after the first set of songs (Time 2). 

H2 : No significant difference will be found between participants singing music 

from their own religious tradition vs. those singing music from another 

tradition following the first group of songs. 

The results failed to reveal significant effects for song order after the first set of 

songs (Time 2) . 
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H3: No interaction effect between religious affiliation and song order will be 

found on the anxiety scores following the first group of songs. 

The results revealed a significant interaction effect for religion x song order x 

time on anxiety scores. 

H4: No significant difference will be found between Christians and Buddhists on 

their anxiety scores following the second group of songs. 

The results failed to reveal significant differences between Christians and 

Buddhists on anxiety scores after the second set of songs (Time 3). However, Buddhist 

participants had greater change in anxiety from Time 2 to 3 compared to Christian 

participants, indicating that anxiety scores for Buddhist participants decreased from Time 

2 to Time 3 whereas, Christian participant anxiety scores increased during the same time 

period. 

H5 : No significant difference will be found between participants singing music 

from their own religious tradition vs. those singing music from another 

tradition following the second group of songs. 

The results failed to reveal significant effects for song order after the second set of 

songs (Time 3). 

H6 : No interaction effect between religious affiliation and song order will be 

found on the anxiety scores following the second group of songs. 

The results revealed a significant interaction effect for religion x song order x 

time on anxiety scores. 
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H7: No significant difference will be found between the midterm STAI and the 

final ST Al scores for the COwn group. 

Results revealed anxiety scores significantly increased. 

Hs: No significant difference will be found between the midterm STAI and the 

final ST AI scores for the COther group. 

Results revealed anxiety scores significantly decreased. 

H9: No significant difference will be found between the midterm ST AI and the 

final ST AI scores for the BOwn group. 

Results revealed anxiety scores did not significantly increase or decrease. 

HI o: No significant difference will be found between the midterm ST AI and the 

final ST Al scores for the BOther group. 

Results revealed anxiety scores significantly decreased. 

H 11 : No significant difference will be found among the four groups on their 

midterm STAI scores (using pretest ST AI scores as covariates). 

Results showed that anxiety decreased for Buddhists and Christians who sang 

their own songs first, while anxiety increased for Buddhists who sang from another 

tradition first. 

H 12: No significant difference will be found among the four groups on their final 

ST AI scores (using pretest ST AI scores as covariates). 

Results showed that anxiety decreased for Buddhists and Christians who sang 

the ir own songs after they sang "other" songs, while anxiety increased for Christians who 

sang "other" songs after they sang their own songs. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

Music therapists often lead singing with groups of adult clients as a therapeutic 

approach , and those clients may come from different religious traditions. A dearth of 

literature exists, however, concerning the possible effects of singing sacred songs. 

Therefore, the present study was designed to determine whether the act of singing sacred 

songs, both within and outside of one's own religion, impacts state anxiety levels. 

All participants who first sang Buddhist songs showed a marginally significant 

reduction in anxiety from Time 2 to Time 3 compared to those who first sang Christian 

songs. One might conclude that this overall reduction in anxiety of the Buddhists after 

inging the Christian songs was due to familiarity with the Christian hymns. Because of 

these results, one could deem acceptable the act of singing Christian songs with persons 

who may be familiar with them, even if the client self-identifies with a religion other than 

Christianity. However, the results of this study show this approach to be 

countertherapeutic. This is because BOther became significantly more anxious after 

sing ing Christian songs, indicating that Christian songs are likely inappropriate for a 

Buddhist client. 

Essentially, the two groups who sang Buddhist songs first and the two groups who 

ang Christian songs first tested strikingly similarly to each other. BOwn's and COther's 

(B uddhi st songs first) ST AI scores showed no significant change after singing songs 
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outside their tradition, while they showed a significant decrease in anxiety scores after 

singing their own songs. Also, both BOwn and COther were significantly less anxious at 

the close of the study than they were at baseline. BOther and COwn (Christian songs 

first) both tested as expected. After singing songs from their own traditions, their anxiety 

decreased. After singing songs from the other tradition, their anxiety increased. As one 

participant from COwn stated after the study was complete: "We' d like to think our 

religious songs comfort us." The present study has, with significance, validated this 

belief. 

The results are conclusive. All four groups were significantly less anxious after 

singing sacred songs from their own tradition. Two of the four groups were significantly 

more anxious after singing sacred songs outside their own tradition. Anxiety never 

decreased after singing songs outside of one's religion. In a familiar environment, in a 

group of one's peers, in six out of eight trials, typical adults experienced a significant 

change in state anxiety after singing sacred songs. 

Finally, this study showed something unexpected. While the groups that sang 

Chri stian songs first ended up scoring the same at Tl and T3, both of the groups that sang 

Buddhist songs first were significantly less anxious at T3 than T 1. Even when half of the 

songs caused a significant increase in anxiety, as they did with the Christian songs first 

groups, the act of singing sacred songs from one's own tradition still resulted in a 

reduction in state anxiety from Tl to T3. Whether the significantly less anxious state of 

COwn and BOther at Time 3 was due to the effect of their sacred songs or the act of 

singing in general, that is beyond the scope of the present study. In order to answer this 
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question, one would have to include both the singing of secular songs and/or a no-singing 

control group as independent variables. 

Limitations 

The most salient limitation of the present study was that the groups were not 

matched at baseline. With regard to state anxiety, BOwn and COwn were matched, and 

BOther, COther, and COwn were matched, but all four groups were not matched (See 

Table 3). The settings of the study were also unmatched. While BOwn and BOther both 

met in the main shrine room of the temple, circumstances dictated that COwn met in the 

choir room, and COther met in the choir loft of the sanctuary. While both the sanctuary 

and the choir room were familiar meeting places, the symbolic difference in the two 

settings (sacred space versus rehearsal space) could have caused the difference in 

baseline anxiety scores, as well as the dissimilar reactions to the sacred music. 

Secondly, the participants were not a random sample. Due to the subject matter, the 

availability of participants willing to sing songs outside their religion for a study that 

offered the participants no material compensation was limited. The present study was 

only possible through the researcher's personal contacts. The Buddhist participants were 

from the author's own temple, and the senior minister of the Christian church is a family 

friend of the researcher's. The investigator controlled for the risk of coercion in 

recruiting subjects by posting flyers on the organizations' campuses, announcing the study 

at group gatherings held at both organizations, and asking study participants to contact the 

researcher at their option. Nevertheless, all of the Buddhist participants were familiar with 
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the researcher, while most of the Christian participants were unfamiliar with the researcher. 

This difference in familiarity could have been a confounding variable. 

Finally, the present study failed to include a questionnaire to account for the level 

of familiarity with the songs. These particular Christian songs were used because they 

are among the most requested by music therapy clients (Van Weelden & Cevasco, 2007); 

and, according to the Northway senior minister, all the members of his congregation age 

18 or older were familiar with the songs. The researcher has been the song leader (head 

of music activities) at KTC for four years. The investigator chose the Buddhist songs 

with the following criteria in mind: participant familiarity with the songs, matching the 

Buddhist songs musically with the Christian songs, and matching the Buddhist and 

Christian songs textually ( choosing the songs that contain the fewest foreign terms). The 

researcher was unable to control for the fact that many of the Buddhists were familiar 

with the Christian songs. Conversely, the Christians had never heard the Buddhist songs. 

Due to this familiarity, some of the Buddhist participants approached the 

researcher after the study to comment on their experience with singing the songs that they 

had grown up with. One reported that singing Christian hymns almost always makes her 

cry . The investigator asked why. "They make me feel like a victim." Another 

participant said that she was fine with singing three hymns, but singing them for an 

ex tended period of time was problematic. "I remember going to a singing church once," 

she said , " l became noticeably bothered by singing hymns for an hour." Still another 

Buddhist participant recounted a fond memory of one of the hymns being sung at her 

grandmother ' s funeral. She commented on how beautiful the song was. 
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Future Research 

The persons who volunteered for this study knew ahead of time that they would 

be asked to sing songs from another religion. Still, half of them experienced significant 

anxiety after being asked to do so. Considering the present pilot study's relatively small 

sample size, the statistically significant findings are noteworthy. The results call for a 

larger, randomized, clinical study. Because the participants of the present study were 

normal adults not seeking treatment, they did not appear to be in distress. As such, the 

vulnerability of a client in distress would, perhaps, be even more acutely felt than a 

"typical" adult-especially in the sensitive area of religion. Therefore, this study could 

be much more informative and conclusive if conducted in the field. Further empirical 

ev idence concerning the impact of sacred music could only further legitimize the practice 

of music therapy in the eyes of the scientific community. However, given the 

aforementioned results, such a study may be contraindicated, as it could violate the 

A MTA Code of Ethics (AMT A, 2007b) principle of nonmaleficence. 

The results of the present pilot study beg the greater question: What music is 

therapeutically appropriate for clients of various religions? In time of personal distress, 

how may a Muslim or a Hindu be comforted by religious music? The AMTA Advanced 

Competencies (2007), under the heading "Multicultural Development," mandate that 

music therapists 

Demonstrate understanding of and respect for di verse cultural backgrounds; 

demonstrate understanding of the roles and meanings of music in various cultures; 
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demonstrate skill in working with culturally diverse populations; and, demonstrate 

knowledge of how music therapy is practiced in other cultures (section 8). 

The message from AMT A is clear: Music therapists must learn the music, and the 

music's context, for many different religions. Due to the vastness of religious experience 

and the inextricable connection between music and religion, further research, designed to 

clarify the most effective manner in which music therapists can implement AMT A's 

mandate, is needed. The question remains: How will tomorrow's music therapists more 

effectively serve increasingly diverse populations in need? 

Perhaps future studies could determine what music would be appropriate to offer 

persons of various cultures. By surveying clients, a repertoire of sacred music from our 

wealth of traditions can be gained. Even if a client requests a song not on such a 

repertoire list, a music therapist who knew the listed songs from the client's culture and 

who was familiar with the language, style, and instruments used, could more easily 

follow the client's lead. 
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APPENDIX A 

Experiment Chart 
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Groups 
Christian 1 (COther) 

Christian 2 (COwn) 

Buddhist 1 (BOwn) 

Buddhist 2 (BOther) 

Song Order 

First 

Buddhist songs 

Christian songs 

Buddhist songs 

Christian songs 
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Second 

Christian songs 

Buddhist songs 

Christian songs 

Buddhist songs 



APPENDIX 8 

Buddhist Songs 
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Self-Appearing Illusion 

All these forms - appearance emptiness 1 

Like a rainbow with its shining glow 
In the reaches of appearance emptiness 
Just let go and go where no mind goes 

Every sound is sound and emptiness 
Like the sound of an echo's roll 
In the reaches of appearance emptiness 
Just let go and go where no mind goes 

Every feeling is bliss and emptiness 
Way beyond what words can show 
In the reaches of bliss and emptiness 
Just let go and go where no mind goes 

All awareness - awareness emptiness 
Way beyond what thought can know 
In the reaches of awareness emptiness 
Let awareness go-oh, where no mind goes 
Let awareness go-oh, where no mind goes 

1 A doctrine which states that all phenomena are devoid of inherent, concrete existence. 
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Song of Mahamudra2 

At the time I'm meditating on Mahamudra 
I rest without struggle in actual real being 

I rest relaxed in a free-from-wandering space 
I rest in a clarity cradled in emptiness space 

I rest in awareness and this is blissful space 
I rest unruffled in non-conceptual space 

In variety's space I rest in equipoise 
And resting like this is native mind itself 

A wealth of certainty manifests endlessly 
Without even trying self-luminous mind is at work 

Not stuck in expecting results I'm doing O.K. 
No dualism, no hopes and fears, Ho Hey! 

Delusion as wisdom, now that's being cheerful and bright 
Delusion transformed into wisdom, now that's alright! 

2 Literally, the great seal. A term for a meditative transmission from teacher to student, 
which , when practiced properly, leads to realizing the ultimate nature of one's mind. 
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The Sources of Power 

There ' s a whole lot of power in my view 
Free from extremes, beyond concepts 
There's a whole lot of power right here in the heart 
Of what's been pure from the very start 

There's a whole lot of power in my meditation 
U ndistracted and reference-free 
A whole lot of power is what I find 
In the great clear light, the great clear light 

There's a whole lot of power when I act 
Because whatever happens, I'm relaxed 
There ' s a whole lot of power flowing easily 
When actions are natural, relaxed and free 

There's a whole lot of power in the result 
Of pure reality recognizing itself 
There's a whole lot of power in the fruit 
Of this great variety being naturally free 

There ' s a whole lot of power in my samaya3 

I' ve precisely followed the Lama's4 commands 

There ' s a whole lot of power because nothing is wrong 
No vows have been broken, no harm has been done 

There ' s a whole lot of power in my practice 
Because whatever happens, I adapt to it 
There' s a whole lot of power, because in the end 
Al 1 appearances are my friends 
I say, all appearances are my friends. 

3 The sacred vow which binds the practitioner to his or her practice and teacher 

4 Teacher's 
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Christian Songs 
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What a friend we have in Jesus ... 

What a friend we have in Jesus 
All our sins and griefs to bear 
What a privilege to carry 
Everything to God in prayer 

Oh, what peace we often forfeit 
Oh, what needless pain we bear 
All because we do not carry 
Everything to God in prayer 

Are we weak and heavy-laden 
Cumbered with a load of care? 
Precious Savior, still our refuge 
Take it to the Lord in Prayer 

Can we find a friend so faithful 
Who will all our sorrows share? 
In his arms he' 11 take and shield thee 
Thou wilt find a solace there 
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How Great Thou Art 

0 Lord My God! When I in awesome wonder 
Consider all the worlds thy hands have made 
I see the stars, I hear the rolling thunder 
Thy pow'r throughout the universe displayed 

CHORUS: 

Then sings my soul, my Savior God to thee, 
How great thou art! How great thou art! 
Then sings my soul, my Savior God to thee, 
How great thou art! How great thou art! 

When through the woods and forest glades I wander 
And hear the birds sing sweetly in the trees 
When I look down from lofty mountain grandeur 
And hear the brook and feel the gentle breeze 

CHORUS 

And when I think that God, His Son not sparing, 
Sent Him to die, I scarce can take it in; 
That on the cross, my burden gladly bearing, 
He bled and died to take away my sin 

CHORUS 

When Christ shall come with shout of acclamation 
And take me home, what joy shall fill my heart! 
Then I shall bow in humble adoration 
And then proclaim, my God, how great thou art! 

CHORUS 
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Just a closer walk with thee ... 

Just a closer walk with thee 
Grant it Jesus is my plea 
Daily walking close to thee 
Let it be, dear Lord, let it be 

I am weak but Thou art strong 
Jesus, keep me from all wrong 
I' 11 be satisfied as long 
As I walk, let me walk close to thee 

Through the days of toil that's near 
If I fall, dear Lord, who cares? 
Who with me my burden shares? 
Only thee, dear Lord, only thee 

When my troubled life is o'er 
Time for me will be no more 
Then guide me gently, safely on 
To thy shore, dear Lord, to thy shore. 
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For use by Sam Brodsgaard only. Received from Mind Garden , Inc. on March 21, 2008 

SELF-EVALUATIONQUESTIONNAIRE STAI Form Y-1 

Please provide the following information: 

Name _________________ Date ______ S __ 
Age Gender (Circle) M F T _ _ 

DIRECTIONS: 
A number of statements which people have used to describe themselves are given below. 
Read each statement and then circle the appropriate number to the right of the statement to 
indicate how you fee l right now, that is, at th is moment. There are no right or wrong answers . 
Do not spend too much time on any one statement but give the answer wh ich seems to 
describe your present feelings best. 

I . I fee I calm .. .. .. .... ....... ..... .. ........ .. .. ........... .......... ... ... ...... .. .. .... ..... .... ..... .. 1 2 
2. I fee l secure .. .. ..... .... ........ .... ..... ..... ...... ... ...... ...... ... ....... ... .... ..... .. ... ....... 1 2 
3. I am tense .. ......... ... .. ... .... ... .... .. ... ......... ......... .. ... .. .. .. ...... ....... ...... ....... ... 1 2 
4. I fee l strained ........ ........ .... ....... ... .. .... ... ...... ............ ...... ....... .. ..... ......... .. 1 2 
5. I fee l at ease .......... .... ....... ....... .. .... ........ .............. ..... ... ..... ............. .... .... 1 2 
6. I fee l upset .. ... ... .. ... ... ... ... .... .... .. .... ...... ........ .. ... .... .. .. .... .. ............ ...... .. ... 1 2 
7. I am presently worrying over poss ible mi sfortunes .. ....... .. ... ... .. .... .... .. 1 2 
8. I fee l satisfi ed ..... .. ..... .... ..... .. .... ............. ........ .... ..... ... ..... ... .. ... .. ... ........ . 1 2 
9. I fee l fri ghtened .... ... ... ...... ........ ..... ....... ....... .. ... .... ... .... ....... ..... .. .... ....... 1 2 
I 0. I fee l comfortable ... .... .... ...... ......... .. .. ........... .. ............ ........ ....... .... ...... . l 2 
11 . I fee l se lf-confident .. ...... ....... .. .. ... ........ .. ... ... .... .......... ... .... .......... ........ . l 2 
12. I fee l nervous .. .... .. .... ....... ..... ... .... ... ..... .. ... ... ....... ....... .. .... ... ..... .. ........... 1 2 
13. l amjittery .. ............. ..... ... .... ...... ..... ... .. .. ..... ..... .. ... ............... ... ... ...... ... .. 1 2 
14. I fee l indecisive ....... .. .. ...... .. ..... .......... ... .......... ...... ......... .. .. .. ............. ... 1 2 
15. I am relaxed .. .. ........... ...... .. .... ..... ... ... .... .. ..... ... .... ..... .. ... .. .... .. .. ......... .... . l 2 
16. I fee l content ......... ......... ...... ..... ... .. .. .... ..... .. .... .... ... .. ...... .... .. ... .......... ... 1 2 
I 7. I am worried ... ... ...... ........... ..... ...... .. .. .... ... .... .. . •·. • • • • ..... ... • •·· • • • ... •·· •·· •· •· • • 1 2 
18. I fee l confused .. ..... .. ........ ...... .... ... ......... ..... ...... ... .. ....... .. .. .. ... .. .... .. ... .... 1 2 
19. I fee l steady .. ..... ..... ... ....... .... ...... ....... ...... .... ...... ..... .. .... .. .......... ... ........ . 1 2 
20. I fee l pleasant ....... ...... ... .. ....... ... ....... ... .. ........ .. ....... .... .. ....... .. .. ...... .. .... . 1 2 

STAIB-AD , © 1968, 1977 Charles D. Spielberger. All Rights Reserved . 
Published by Mind Garden , Inc., www.mindgarden .com 
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TEXAS WOMAN'S UNIVERSITY 

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH 

Title: The Effect of Singing Sacred Songs on Perceived Level of Anxiety 

Investigator: Sam Brodsgaard ........... . ...... . ..... ... twuthesis@yahoo.com, 214-943-3300 

Advisor: Nicki Cohen, PhD ................................... ncohen@twu.edu, 940-898-2523 

Explanation and Purpose of the research 

You are being invited to participate in Sam Brodsgaard's thesis study at Texas Woman's 
University. The purpose of this research is to investigate the effect of singing familiar sacred 
songs from one's own religion vs. singing sacred songs from a religion different from one's own 
on the level of perceived anxiety. 

Research Procedures 

You are being asked to participate in two, 10-minute sing-alongs with other study participants. 
Should you agree to participate, your involvement will take place all in one sitting. The 
maximum total time commitment in the study is estimated to be approximately 60 minutes. 
Please know that your participation is voluntary and that you may withdraw from the study at any 
time without penalty. Sam Brodsgaard will first meet with you and describe your involvement in 
the study to answer any questions you may have. You may ask questions at any point. If you 
agree to participate, you will be asked to sign a consent form. Then you will be asked to fill out a 
brief Self-Evaluation Questionnaire. Mr. Brodsgaard will have made a musical recording of the 
songs ahead of time and will play this musical recording for your group. Song lyric sheets, with 
footnoted definitions of non-English religious terms provided, will be distributed to you, and you 
wi ll be asked to sing three sacred songs along with your assigned group. After singing the first 
et of songs, you will be asked to fill out the same questionnaire a second time. You will then be 

invited to sing a second set of three sacred songs. Following this, you will be asked to complete 

the questionnaire a third time. 

Potential Risks 

Your participation in the study involves some potential risks. You may experience emotional or 
physical discomfort during the session due to the inclusion of sacred songs that are not familiar to 
yo u or from yo ur faith belief. If you experience any discomfort during the session, please feel 
free to discontinue your participation. Mr. Brodsgaard will also be present in the room during 

Participant Initials 

Page 1 of 2 
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the entire study, and will be available to speak to you about the songs. Your identity may be 
known to the other participants who are meeting with you in your group. Therefore, there is a risk 
of loss of anonymity. In order to minimize the risk of loss of anonymity, data will be numerically 
coded by the researcher so that the evaluation scores on the Self-Evaluation Questionnaire will 
not be associated with participant names. There is a risk of coercion due to the researcher being a 
member of KTC. In order to minimize this risk, the researcher will recruit by general 
announcement and posting of flyers. Individual recruitment will not take place. Another possible 
risk to you is the unintentional release of confidential information. Confidentiality will be 
protected to the extent that it is allowable by law. You are being given the option of 
communicating with the researcher via email. There is a potential loss of confidentiality in all 
email , downloading, and internet transactions. Only the investigator and his thesis advisor will 
have access to the research data. In addition, all scores are anonymous, and nothing on the 
questionnaire can be linked to you. The research data will be stored in a locked file cabinet in the 
researcher's home. All hard copies of the data will be shredded, and the electronic files will be 
secure ly deleted. It is possible that the results of the study may be included in future research 
publications or presentations. However, no names or identifying information will be included. 

The researchers will try to prevent any problem that could happen because of this research. You 
shou ld let the researchers know at once if there is a problem and they will help you. However, 
TWU does not provide medical services or financial assistance for injuries that might happen 
because you are taking part in this research. 

Participation and Benefits 

Your involvement in this research study is completely voluntary, and you may discontinue your 
participation in the study at any time without penalty. The only direct benefit to you is that you 
may request a summary of the results of this research study.* 

Quest ions Regarding the Study 

You wil I be given a copy of this signed and dated consent form to keep. If you have any 
questions about the research study you may ask the researchers ; their contact information is at the 
t p of thi form. If you have questions about your ri ghts a a participant in this research or the 
way this study has been conducted, you may contact the Texas Woman's University Office of 
Research and Sponsored Programs at 940-898-3378 or via email at IRB@twu.edu. 

Signature of Participant Date 

*If you would like to receive a summary of the results of this research study via email, please 
provide an email address to which this summary should be sent: 
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The Effect of Singing Sacred Songs on Perceived Level of Anxiety 

Study Script 

Good afternoon. My name is Sam Brodsgaard. You are being invited to participate in 
my thesis study at Texas Woman's University. The purpose of this research is to 
investigate the effect of singing familiar sacred songs from one's own religion vs. singing 
sacred songs from a religion different from one's own on the level of perceived anxiety. 
You have been given 6 envelopes. Please do not open the envelopes until directed to do 
so. 

You are being asked to participate in two, l 0-minute sing-alongs with other study 
participants. Should you agree to participate, your involvement will take place all in one 
sitting. The maximum total time commitment in the study is estimated to be 
approximately 60 minutes. Please know that your participation is voluntary and that you 
may withdraw from the study at any time without penalty. I will now describe your 
involvement in the study and answer any questions you may have. You may ask 
questions at any point. If you agree to participate, you will be asked to sign a consent 
form. Then you will be asked to fill out a brief Self-Evaluation Questionnaire. I have 
made a musical recording of the songs and wi II play this musical recording for your 
group. Song lyric sheets, with footnoted definitions of foreign religious terms, wi II be 
distributed to you. You will be asked to sing three sacred songs as a group. After singing 
the first set of songs, you will be asked to fill out the same questionnaire a second time. 
You wi II then be invited to sing a second set of three sacred songs. Following this, you 
will be asked to complete the questionnaire a third time. 

Now open envelope #I and read the consent form. Be sure to initial at the bottom of the 
first page and sign and date the bottom of the second page. If you would like to receive a 
summary of the results of this research study via email, please provide an email address 
at the bottom of the second page. Make sure to initial and sign both copies and place one 
signed copy back in the envelope. The other copy is yours to keep. 

[WAIT] 

Before opening envelope #2, please listen carefully to the following instructions. 
Envelope #2 contains a brief Self-Evaluation Questionnaire. Your honest and candid 
response will enable this research study to be more helpful and effective. I remind you 
that your responses will remain completely confidential, even to the researcher. Now 
op n envelope #2 and read the directions silently, while I read them aloud. A number of 
tatements which people have used to describe themselves are given below. Read each 

statement and then circle the appropriate number to the right of the statement to indicate 
how you feel right now, that is, at this moment. There are no right or wrong answers. Do 
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not spend too much time on any one statement but give the answer which seems to 
describe your present feelings best. 

[WAIT] 

When you have finished, place the questionnaire back into envelope 2. Open envelope 
#3. You will find three sacred songs. Follow the directions you hear on the recording. 
Please refrain from talking amongst yourselves during the singing. [Researcher starts 
ipod, tracks 1-3] 

[Songs conclude] 

Now place the songs back into envelope 3. Envelope #4 contains another blank copy of 
the Self-Evaluation Questionnaire. Please open the envelope and complete the 
questionnaire, indicating how you feel right now, at this moment. 

[WAIT] 

When you have finished, place the questionnaire back into envelope 4. Open envelope 
#5. You will find three sacred songs. Please follow the directions you hear on the 
recording. Again, please refrain from talking amongst yourselves during the singing. 
[Researcher starts ipod, tracks 4-6] 

[Songs conclude] 

Now place the songs back into envelope 5. Envelope #6 contains another blank copy of 
the Self-Evaluation Questionnaire. Please open the envelope and complete the 
questionnaire, indicating how you feel right now, at this moment. 

[WAIT] 

When you have finished, place the questionnaire back into envelope 6. The study is now 
complete. Thank you for your time. If you have no further questions, you are free to go. 
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The Effect of Singing Sacred Songs on Perceived Level of Anxiety 

Script for the announcement of the study at KTC 

SCRIPT: 

Hello. My name is Sam Brodsgaard and I am here to ask you to participate in a research 
study to help me fulfill requirements for an MA degree in Music Therapy at Texas 
Woman's University. The study will be held here at KTC Dallas in the shrine room on 
Sunday April 13 and Sunday April 20 at 12:30. The purpose of this research is to make a 
meaningful contribution to the field of music therapy. This project will investigate the 
effect of singing familiar sacred songs from one's own religion vs. singing sacred songs 
from a religion different from one's own. If you self-identify as "Buddhist," and you are 
age 18 or older, then you are qualified to participate in this study. 

[f you choose to participate, there is no need to make a reservation. You may simply 
arrive here at the KTC shrine room on Sunday April 13 or Sunday April 20 at 12:30. 
Your involvement will take place all in one sitting. The maximum total time 
commitment in the study is estimated to be approximately one hour. Should you agree to 
participate, you will be asked to take part in two, l 0-minute sing-alongs with other study 
participants. One of the sing-alongs will consist of 3 sacred Christian songs. The other 
sing-along will consist of 3 sacred Buddhist songs. You will be asked to fill out a brief 
Self-Evaluation Questionnaire before, between, and after the two l 0-minute sing-alongs. 
Please know that your participation is voluntary and that you may withdraw from the 
study at any time without penalty. 

At the session, I will first meet with you and reiterate your involvement in the study to 
answer any questions you may have. Please know that you may ask questions at any 
point. [fyou agree to participate, you will be asked to sign a consent form. I will have 
made a musical recording of the sacred songs ahead of time and will play this musical 
recording for your group. Song lyric sheets, with footnoted definitions of foreign 
religious terms provided, will be distributed to you. 

If you have any interest in participating in this research project, please take a flyer home 
with you today. Again, participation in this study entails a one-time commitment of 
about 60 minutes. If you decide that you would like to participate, you are welcome to 
email me at the address on the flyer: twuthesis@yahoo.com. There is a potential loss of 
confidentiality in all email, downloading, and internet transactions. Thank you for your 

time. 
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The Effect of Singing Sacred Songs on Perceived Level of Anxiety 

Script for the announcement of the study at Northway 

SCRIPT: 

Hello. My name is Sam Brodsgaard and I am here to ask you to participate in a research 
study to help me fulfill requirements for an MA degree in Music Therapy at Texas 
Woman's University. The study will be held on the Northway campus in the music suite 
next Sunday, April 6. You may choose one of the following times to participate: 2:00-
3:00 or 12:30-1 :30. The purpose of this research is to make a meaningful contribution to 
the field of music therapy. This project will investigate the effect of singing familiar 
sacred songs from one's own religion vs. singing sacred songs from a religion different 
from one's own. If you self-identify as "Christian," and you are age 18 or older, then you 
are qualified to participate in this study. 

If you choose to participate, there is no need to make a reservation. You may simply 
arrive at the music suite on Sunday, April 6 at 2:00 or 12:30. Your involvement will take 
place all in one sitting. The maximum total time commitment in the study is estimated to 
be approximately one hour. Should you agree to participate, you will be asked to take 
part in two, l 0-minute sing-alongs with other study participants. One of the sing-alongs 
will consist of 3 sacred Christian songs. The other sing-along will consist of 3 sacred 
Buddhist songs. You will be asked to fill out a brief Self-Evaluation Questionnaire 
before, between, and after the two l 0-minute sing-alongs. Please know that your 
participation is voluntary and that you may withdraw from the study at any time without 
penalty. 

At the session, I will first meet with you and reiterate your involvement in the study to 
answer any questions you may have. Please know that you may ask questions at any 
point. If you agree to participate, you will be asked to sign a consent form. [ will have 
made a musical recording of the sacred songs ahead of time and will play this musical 
recording for your group. Song lyric sheets, with footnoted definitions of non-English 
religious terms provided, will be distributed to you. 

If you have any interest in participating in this research project, please take a flyer home 
with you today. Again, participation in this study entails a one-time commitment of 
about 60 minutes. If you decide that you would like to participate, you are welcome to 
email me at the address on the flyer: twuthesis@yahoo.com. There is a potential loss of 
confidentiality in all email, downloading, and internet transactions. Thank you for your 

time. 
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Like Music? 
Com.e participate in a 

one-time 

student music therapy 
research study* 

Sunday, April 20, 2008 
12:30 

Here at the KTC 

Have questions? Email Sam at 
twuthesis@yahoo.com 

* Participants will meet with the researcher once for 60 minutes. If you self-identify as 
"Buddhist," then you are qualified to participate in this study. Participants will be asked 
to sing Buddhist and Christian songs. The purpose of this research is to investigate the effect 
of singing familiar sacred songs from one's own religion vs. singing sacred songs from a religion 
different from one's own on the level of perceived anxiety. There is a potential loss of 
confidentiality in all emai l, downloading, and internet transactions 
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Like Music? 
Come participate 

in a single-meeting 
music therapy 

research study* 

Sunday, April 6, 2008 
2:00-3:00 or 12:30-1 :30 

(choose one of these meeting times) 

In the Music Suite 
On the Northway Campus 

Have questions? Email Sam at 

twuthesis@yahoo.com 

* The purpose of this research is to investigate the effect of singing familiar sacred songs from 
one's own religion vs. singing sacred songs from a religion different from one's own on the level 
of perceived anxiety. Participants wi ll meet in a group, with the researcher, once for 
approximately 60 minutes. If you self-identify as "Christian," and you are age 18 or older, then 
you are qualified to participate in this study. Participants will be asked to sing Buddhist and 
Christian songs. Walk-ins and questions via email are welcome. There is a potential loss of 
confidentiality in all email, downloading, and internet transactions. 
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